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Bubbles &
Kraut

This project is for an innovative food business branding from
scratch, focused on the bold, modern yet fun identity of the brand.
Web interspace is simple but easy to navigate. As a whole branding
design project, I took care of every design part from the web to print,
especially on labeling and marketing print materials for the products
and services. It was my most personal design project as a designer
who owned the business itself.
bubblesandkraut.com
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Pilat-Dance
Branding project for a pilates trainer, the client wanted to have
a clean, fresh, modern, and zen look that represents herself. I
was working very closely with the client and offered an overall
brand identity through the concept of the images and graphics
successfully.
www.pilat-dance.com
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Grow wisr
WisR is an education and career platform that connects motivated
and talented Silver Talents with innovative entrepreneurs. The clients
aim for a visual platform that gives positive energy yet is modern and
classic. As the main users are from higher age groups, needs to be
easy to navigate functionally and visually. For this, we used unique
and live-style illustrations and icons with a bright color pallet.
www.growwisr.com
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Humanizing
Technology
I mainly worked on Web Design and manage the whole project for
Humanizing Technologies. The goal of the project was to provide
a website that presents brand identity visually and can be a platform
having a chance to get more customers as a leading reseller for
telepresence and humanoid robots in their targeted market, also
to provide prospective customers with vital brand image and
information about Humanizing Technologies business operations.
www.humanizing.com
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Impact Hub
Vienna
The goal of this project was to provide the client with a locally
customized website design based on the Impact Hub global
template which presents a new local brand identity visually and
can be a platform having a chance to be a new supplier in their
targeted market, also to provide prospective customers bright
and refreshed brand image and information about Impact Hub
Vienna’s business operations. With hand-drawn illustration,
brought up the brand image lighter and more playful.
vienna.impacthub.net
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GolDSmitHS
GrADuAtioN
CErEmoNiES
This was one of the big and exciting projects for me personally.
Basically, it’s redesigning whole visual identity of Goldsmiths
graduation ceremonies for 2016. I needed to produce all different
campaign materials for this graduation ceremonies. The main theme
was from mortarboard (graduate square cap) and it was very clear
and straightforward to develop further marketing materials.
www.gold.ac.uk/graduation-ceremonies

Ceremony dates

Goldsmiths,
University of London
New Cross
London
SE14 6NW
United Kingdom
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Wednesday 17 February
Thursday 18 February

Congratulations
and the best wishes for the future
from everyone at Goldsmiths
Graduation Ceremonies

16

20Graduation

Ceremonies
Invitation
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GolDSmitHS
SHort
CourSES
This is brand new campaign which Goldsmtihs offers unique short
courses in the arts, social sciences, business, design, computing
and more. The communications team proposed to implement a
multi-channel campaign to raise awareness of the short courses
offer and a conversion strategy to fill course places. My job was
delivering and impactful creative and messages that give audience
a reason to sign up, and ultimately apply to a short course and rich,
engaging contents: print and web marketing materials to raise
awareness of Goldsmiths Short Courses programme.
www.gold.ac.uk/short-courses

miths
GoldsCourses
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Short
CourSeS

Study at your local university

Enhance your life and career
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Short
CourSeS

local univ
ersity

From Computing to Cultural
Entrepreneurship, English to
Ethnography and beyond.

Find out what’s
on offer at:
gold.ac.uk/
short-courses

From Computing to Cultural
Entrepreneurship, English to
Ethnography and beyond.

Find out what’s
on offer at:
gold.ac.uk/
short-courses
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filmS from
tHE uNDErSiDE

Centre for
Postcolonial Studies
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I’ve got a great opportunity to get involved and helping this interesting film festival,
showcases political documentaries coming from, and about, almost every corner
of the world. I’ve been working closely with the team on the ‘look and feel’ for
the festival, shows a couple of routes and narrowed it down to one final route
that could be applied across all print and online materials. For example, the hero
image on the website, event listings, Facebook banner as well as the poster and
programme.

30/11 – 8/12

2015

www.gold.ac.uk/news/films-from-the-underside

AYOTZINAPA: A STATE CRIME
RECOUNT, 20O15F, 101 MIN

XAVIER ROBLES

CONTENTS
3

WELCOME

6-24

PROGRAMME

WELCOME

19:00 MONDAY
6 DECEMBER
LG01
PROFESSOR STUART
HALL BUILDING

Films from the Underside showcases political documentaries coming from, and about,
almost every corner of the world. Organised by Goldsmiths’ Centre for Postcolonial Studies,
the festival reflects the principles guiding the Centre’s intellectual activities, including its
new MA in Politics, Development and the Global South: that politics must be conceived in
its broadest sense, as an arena of social contestation, and not merely as electoral politics
and the doings of the state; that to grasp contemporary politics, we need to start by
‘provincializing Europe’ and looking beyond its borders; and that the study of politics and
society is inconceivable without a serious engagement with culture. All of these concerns
are well represented in the selection of films for this festival, the first of what will become an
annual event.

4-5

TIMETABLE

CAMPUS MAP

OPPORTUNITY
FOR FURTHER
STUDY

27

THANKS!

UK Premiere Screening

REHA

In August 2012, mineworkers in one of South Africa’s
biggest platinum mines began a wildcat strike for better
wages. Six days later the police used live ammunition
to brutally supress the strike, killing 34 and injuring
many more. Miners Shot Down shows the courageous
fight waged by a group of low-paid workers against
the combined forces of mining company Lonmin, the
ANC government and their allies in the National Union
of Mineworkers. What emerges is collusion at the top,
spiralling violence and the country’s first post-apartheid
massacre. Miners Shot Down has been nominated for
an International Emmy Award.

17:00 MONDAY
6 DECEMBER
LG01
PROFESSOR STUART
HALL BUILDING

12.00-14.00

14.00 – 16.00

17.00-19.00

19.00-21.00

Ayotzinapa
LG01 PROF STUART HALL BLD
-----Engagement Party in Harare
RICHARD HOGGART BUILDING 137

Miners Shot Down
LG01 PROF STUART HALL BLD
-----Madina’s Dream
RICHARD HOGGART BUILDING 137

TUE 01 DEC

99% The Occupy Wall Street
BEN PIMLOTT THEATRE

La Plaza: la Gestación del 15M
BEN PIMLOTT THEATRE

WED 02 DEC

Lessons in Dissent
Başlangiç
RICHARD HOGGART BUILDING 309 RICHARD HOGGART BUILDING 309

THUR 03 DEC

Cairo Drive
Lovers in Time or how we didn’t
RICHARD HOGGART BUILDING 309 get arrested in Harare!
RICHARD HOGGART BUILDING 309

FRI 04 DEC

Looking for Langston
Julien Retrospective
(event with Gavin Butt)
LG01 PROF STUART HALL BLD

MON 30 NOV

We pay close attention to the human drama of the Mexico/US Border by screening a
marathon of four films, that together create an impressive fresco of a convulsed part of the
world. South East Asia figures in two documentaries that deal with two “gifts” bequeathed
by the Global North to Cambodia and Vietnam, namely sweatshops and Agent Orange.
In this first edition of Films from the Underside, we also pay tribute to two important artists
and filmmakers based in the UK: Isaac Julien and Agnieszka Piotrowska. We celebrate
26 years of Looking for Langston, Julien’s early masterpiece that helped to craft a new
language for the film essay. Piotrowska is our guest director for this year’s festival, and she
will be discussing her most recent film, Lovers in Time or How We Didn’t Get Arrested in
Harare, shown for the first time in London at this Festival.

16.00-17.00
7

3

SAT 05 DEC

08

19:00 MONDAY
30 NOVEMBER
LG01
PROFESSOR STUART
HALL BUILDING

BOOK FOR
SESSIONS

TIMETABLE

Centre for Postcolonial Studies
2

On the night of September 26, 2014, in the city of Iguala
Mexico, over a hundred young students of the Rural
Teachers Training School of Ayotzinapa, left their boarding
school to make a public collection in order to travel to
Mexico City for a national demonstration. On this night,
they were attacked by police forces, resulting in the
deaths of three students, more than 20 wounded and
43 kidnapped and still unaccounted for. All of this
occurred with the passive complicity of the Mexican army.
The voices of those interviewed in this film, including
two surviving students of the events in Iguala, reconstruct
the climate of impunity, corruption and crime that prevails
in Mexico.

WN
MINDEDERSASI, 20SH14,O86TMIDNO

Before and after the screenings the audience is invited
to contribute to the Marikana Miners’ Justice Campaign
fund or online at: http://www.minersshotdown.co.za/
takeaction-2/

This year’s films venture into Africa, Asia, the Americas and Southern Europe. With the
resurgence of the Left in parts of the globe, we look back at the insurrections that shocked
the world in the recent past- in Cairo, Madrid, Istanbul, New York, Hong Kong. Three films
show the possibilities, but also the serious dangers, of rebellion in the Global South.
Madina’s Dream captures suffering of the inhabitants of the Nuba Mountains, harassed by
the government of Sudan; Miners Shot Down tells the story of the strikes of the Marikana
miners in South Africa; Xavier Robles’ documentary on the ‘disappeared’ students of
Ayotzinapa reconstructs the climate of impunity, corruption and crime that prevails in
6
contemporary Mexico.
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17:00 MONDAY
30 NOVEMBER
LG01
PROFESSOR STUART
HALL BUILDING
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Faces of Time
& Hotel de Paso
LG02 PROF STUART HALL BLD
-----Revolution and Religion
RICHARD HOGGART BUILDING 309

The Joe Show
LG02 PROF STUART HALL BLD

Book through Eventbrite at:
centrepostcolonialstudies.org/
film-festival-2015/

Who is Dayani Crystal?
LG02 PROF STUART
HALL BLD

MON 07 DEC

Miners Shot Down
LG01 PROF STUART HALL BLD
-----Engagement Party in Harare
RICHARD HOGGART BUILDING 144

TUE 08 DEC

99% The Occupy Wall Street
Cairo Drive
RICHARD HOGGART BUILDING 144 RICHARD HOGGART BUILDING 144

4

www.gold.ac.uk/news/
films-from-the-underside/

Rhizophora,
Filmmaking for Democracy in
Myanmar
& A River Changes Course
LG01 PROF STUART HALL BLD

Ayotzinapa
LG01 PROF STUART HALL BLD
-----Medina’s Dream
RICHARD HOGGART BUILDING 144

5

@pococentre
#pocodocfest
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Project Marvel:
Kimberly-Clark
How Kimberly Clark can harness sustainability for brand success.
The primary aim of Project Marvel was to inspire, engage and equip the Kimberly-Clark
family care team with the commercial opportunities afforded by sustainability and use this
understanding to generate sustainability messages at Kimberly-Clark, Family Care and
Brand level. To full fill this objectives and successful workshop which could engage
Kimberly-Clark North American team, Forum for the Future requested marketing materials:
5 weekly newsletter and 4 info graphic posters.
forumforthefuture.org
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Pure Sky

The goal of this project was to provide Kimberly-Clark and Forum for
the Future with a graphic design for 6 posters and 5 interactive emails
for the Pure Sky project of Forum for the Future which presents project
identity visually and could be an information graphic for having a chance
to give an idea of sustainable approach, also to provide current and
prospective customer sustainable brand image of Kimberly-Clark and
inspirational thoughts and provoking facts.
forumforthefuture.org
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DHl WorlD
This section is filled with vector graphics used as wall graphics for
the office interior started in London first and on going project, so
every country has different landmark skyline in this style on the
right here. Also this design has been applied to different marketing
materials such as video pack as below.
www.dhl.co.uk

VIDEO 1

VIDEO 2

VIDEO 3

VIDEO 4

+
VOLUME

11
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DHl
BroCHurE

DRIVING IBM’S
LOGISTICS TRANSFORMATION
PROJECT MADRID
RFI RESPONSE
2nd September 2014

I’ve done many different brochure designs for DHL based on their
brand guidelines, these projects always needed to be tailored
carefully inside of meticulously regulated world but also should
be creative and attractive at the same time.
www.dhl.co.uk

rolls-royce marine
GLOBAL cOntrOL tOwer

PRICING GUIDE
2015
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HOw IT wORKS

In addition to delivering your documents and parcels
from the UK to virtually every country in the world,
we can also take care of your importing requirements.
Your imports are collected by DHL Express in the
origin country and travel door to door through our
fully integrated network. Aside from providing
you with visibility at all times on the status of your
shipments, using our import services offers numerous
benefits for you, the Importer, and the Shipper:

Example – a UK based company importing
goods from China

DEDICATED ImPORT ACCOUNT
A single account number can be used to manage
all of your importing activity, providing improved
transparency.

Key to our success is the strength of our global
network. State-of-the-art sorting hubs in each
region are connected by a fleet of the latest and
most environmentally friendly aircraft available.
Equally important is the density of our
coverage in each country – we have more
than 100,000 employees operating in more
than 220 countries and territories, all focused
on delivering the same high levels of service.

GLObAL REACH
4
Export
Services
You can
arrange
imports with DHL Express from
214 countries and territories.
8
Import Services
SPEED wHEN YOU NEED IT
All ofTransit
our services
10
Times can be used for imports.
DHL EXPRESS WORLDWIDE offers delivery by close
of business
on the
next possible working day and,
12
Additional
Services
whenSame
you need
a shipment delivered to you earlier
Day Services
in theInternational
working day,Mail
DHLServices
EXPRESS 12:00 and
DHL EXPRESS 9:00 services are also available to
selected
postcode
areas. Imports are also possible
14
Optional
Services
within Europe using DHL ECONOMY SELECT.

From emergency shipments to planned deliveries,
DHL Express offers a range of services to cater
for all your shipping requirements. This guide
provides information on our full range of
services so you can determine which service
is right for you.
There is also a step-by-step guide to sending
a shipment, covering everything from preparing
the documentation required through to
invoicing and payment.
Please note that this guide does not
contain information on tariffs and pricing.
This information is available in a separate
Pricing Guide, available for download at
www.dhl.co.uk/express or on request from
your Account Manager.

20
Sending
a Shipment
DELIVERY
TO THE
UK OR A THIRD COUNTRY
You can have your imports delivered to any
address in the UK or even an address in another
country. Having goods shipped directly from your
suppliers to your customers helps make your
supply chain more efficient, reducing inventory
costs and the cost of onward distribution.

CO

But what really sets us apart is the international
shipping expertise of our people. Their knowledge,
coupled with their passion and ‘can-do’
attitude, delivers a truly world-class service
and ensures that your shipments get to their
destination securely and as quickly as possible.

THE RIGHT SERVICE FOR YOU

O
un pe
tr n f
y Or
ZO
ni
ng

DHL Express is the global market leader in the
international express business. We specialise
in the door-to-door delivery of documents and
parcels worldwide, and we’ve been building
and perfecting our service for more than
40 years.

LOCAL TARIFF
Upfront pricing in Pounds sterling means you
know in advance how much your imports will
cost. It also removes the uncertainty created by
exchange rate fluctuations.
CONTENTS

12

OUR ImPORT SERVICES ALLOw YOU
TO ARRANGE FOR A SHIPmENT TO bE
COLLECTED IN ANOTHER COUNTRY
AND TO HAVE IT DELIVERED TO THE UK,
OR EVEN A THIRD COUNTRY.

INNOVATIVE ONLINE SHIPPING TOOL
You can manage your importing activity using
DHL Import Express Online, our online shipping
tool created specifically to meet the needs
of importers. Your suppliers will receive easy
to follow instructions to help them prepare
paperwork and book a collection online.
LESS wORK FOR YOUR SUPPLIERS
Your suppliers will save time by not having to
arrange shipping and you don’t have to rely on
their shipping partner.

20

Service Guide 2015 Sending a Shipment

Service Guide 2015 Sending a Shipment

THE JOURNEY OF A SHIPmENT

ImPORTS mADE SImPLE

DHL EXPRESS
THE INTERNATIONAL SPECIALISTS

ImPORT SERVICES

39

The UK importer
uses DHL Import
Express Online to send
a shipping instruction
to the supplier in
China.

The supplier in
China receives the
shipping instruction
by email and then
logs in to DHL Import
Express Online to
enter the shipment
details (weight,
dimensions, number
of items etc.), print a
Waybill and book a
collection.

The shipment is
collected by
DHL Express in China
and shipped to the UK.

The shipment is
delivered by
DHL Express in the UK
to the address specified
by the Importer.

The UK Importer
is invoiced for the
shipping costs in
Pounds sterling.

SENDING A SHIPmENT
All you need to know about preparing and sending a shipment
with DHL Express.

AS EASY AS
1, 2, 3
Sending a shipment with
DHL Express is easy.
All you need to do is
follow these simple steps:

1. PREPARE YOUR SHIPmENT
All shipments need to be accompanied by a
Waybill and any supporting documentation
required for Customs purposes. We have a range
of shipping tools available to streamline this
process and you will find more information
on page 18.
You will also need to package your shipment
properly to ensure it travels safely through our
network. Go to page 20 for some useful tips
plus information about the range of packaging
DHL Express can provide at no additional cost.

2. bOOK A COLLECTION
Once your shipment is ready to go, the next step
is to arrange a collection. Most customers do this
via their DHL Express shipping tool but you can
also book a collection by calling our Customer
Services team on 0844 248 0844.

After your shipment has been collected by our
courier, it will enter the DHL Express network.
The strength and global reach of our network
ensures that we can deliver your shipments safely
and securely in the fastest possible transit times.
The example below shows how a typical shipment
is transported from origin to destination. In this
case, the origin is Birmingham in the UK and
the destination is Geneva in Switzerland.

1. COLLECTION
Our courier collects
the shipment and
returns to the local
DHL Service Centre
in Birmingham.

2. TRANSFER TO HUb
The shipment is sorted
and transported to the
DHL Express UK hub at
East Midlands Airport.

East Midlands
Birmingham

You can follow the progress of your shipment
at all times using one of the various tracking
tools available – more information on the options
available is provided on page 22.

Leipzig

4. NETwORK TRAVEL
The shipment is flown from
East Midlands Airport to
DHL’s European air hub in
Leipzig, Germany where it
connects with another flight
for the last part of its journey
to Geneva in Switzerland.

Our courier will come to your address to collect
your shipment and the journey to its final
destination will begin.

3. TRACK YOUR SHIPmENT

3. PROCESSED AT HUb
The shipment arrives at East
Midlands Airport and is sorted
ready for onward travel. The
information required for Customs
clearance is sent electronically
to the destination so that there
are no delays when the shipment
physically arrives.

Geneva

6. DELIVERY AT DESTINATION
The shipment is delivered
to the destination address
by the local DHL Express
courier and signed for by
the recipient.

5. CUSTOmS CLEARANCE
The shipment is cleared
through Customs and
sent to the DHL Service
Centre in Geneva for
final delivery.
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DHL CONFERENCE
This is back panel design for DHL Supply Chain at Clinical Trials Logistics Conference.
This panel shows basic but important facts how DHL delivery service could be the best
choice for supply chain management in the pharmaceutical market.
www.dhl.co.uk
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THE FALL
TAKES OFF
Five Trends for The Fall
This is a seasonal theme photo gallery, has trawled the tearsheets,
scanned the trend research, and taken notes from the creative
superbloggers. Although it demonstrates Autumn season but it’s
over your expectation and more interesting than you expect. These
five trends are very individual and cover all trendy sectors around
you. Following this basic idea, visual design has modern and classic
magazine look.
www.imagesource.com
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IDENTITY

This is a campaign to promote new product, Cross-Media.
The innovative Cross-Media collection partners high quality still
images with matching, web to broadcast quality motion clips, for
visual consistency across all digital and print media.
In house design team at Image Source created imagined lifestyle
brand, called ‘Identity’. We picked one collection from new products
and demonstrated to the clients how they can partner still images
and motion clips for a visually consistent multimedia campaign. We
created whole new brand from the logo to website and also a usage
video.
www.imagesource.com
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CREATIVE
WALL
This is an interior graphics for vibrant and welcoming office
environment. All the images were sourced from their library
and manipulated with cut-out photo elements because it’s
for photography agency. It should be creative and up-lifting,
I used many colourful images and created imaginative and
surreal scenes. Working with other in-house designer, we
produced 5 large wallpaper digital print stickers.
www.imagesource.com
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AMERICAN
APPAREL
One of the finalist of American Apparel Print-Shop
Design Contest.
It’s called ‘Re-shape the Soul’, inspired by Kandinsky.
“Color directly influences the soul. Color is the
keyboard, the eyes are the hammers and the soul is
the piano with many strings. The artist is the hand that
plays, touching one key or another purposively, to
cause vibrations in the soul.” – Kandinsky
I played with cutout colour paper on the first stage,
then shape alphabet ‘A’ that represent American
Apparel using different color and shape paper pieces
collage.
www.americanapparel.net
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THESE FLOWERS
WON’T WILT
Make your own 3D Pop-Up Valentines Day card!
The idea is based on pop-up flowers, which has personal touch and never fade
away. Also, it should present various images as it’s for clients of stock image library,
so I combined many colourful flowers, bird and butterflies. Although they are
photographs of real objects, it needs some interactive part and giving some depth
among the cutout elements, the plain papers became a real bunch of flowers.
www.imagesource.com
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WINTER
WONDERLAND
“Design your own Winter Wonderland.”
This is Social Media marketing, a part of seasonal promotion for Winter
Holiday. Offering a printable PDF with instruction, people can make their own
Christmas ornaments and share this playful craft with their friends and family.
Also we photographed actual cut-out paper craft and provided desktop
wallpapers as additional give-away design element supporting promotion.
www.imagesource.com
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2009

Danke!
Get in touch!

hellojo@myoungheejo.com
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